ABSTRACT E. coli Integration host factor (IHF) condenses the bacterial nucleoid by wrapping DNA. Previously, we showed that DNA flexibility compensates for structural characteristics of the four consensus recognition elements associated with specific binding (Aeling et al., J. Biol. Chem. 281, 39236-39248, 2006). If elements are missing, high-affinity binding occurs only if DNA deformation energy is low. In contrast, if all elements are present, net binding energy is unaffected by deformation energy. We tested two hypotheses for this observation: in complexes containing all elements, (1) stiff DNA sequences are less bent upon binding IHF than flexible ones; or (2) DNA sequences with differing flexibility have interactions with IHF that compensate for unfavorable deformation energy. Time-resolved Fö rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) shows that global topologies are indistinguishable for three complexes with oligonucleotides of different flexibility. However, pressure perturbation shows that the volume change upon binding is smaller with increasing flexibility. We interpret these results in the context of Record and coworker's model for IHF binding (J. Mol. Biol. 310, 379-401, 2001). We propose that the volume changes reflect differences in hydration that arise from structural variation at IHF-DNA interfaces while the resulting energetic compensation maintains the same net binding energy.
INTRODUCTION
Integration host factor (IHF) from Escherichia coli, is a 22 kD heterodimeric DNA-binding protein belonging to a general class of histone-like, DNA minor-groove-binding proteins that are present both in prokaryotes and eukaryotes (1, 2) . A characteristic feature of the DNAbound complexes formed with IHF is extreme DNA deformation. A crystallographic model (3) of IHF bound to a 34 base-pair DNA fragment containing the H 0 site of bacteriophage shows that the DNA is bent by more than 1608 into a U-shaped conformation. In this model, DNA is wrapped across the top surface of the IHF dimer with one arm of the U lying along the side of each subunit, and close contacts are formed along the entire length of the DNA (Figure 1 ).
One function of IHF is to compact the 4.7 million basepair circular bacterial DNA in the nucleoid, a complex assembly that includes other proteins and RNA (4) . In this role, most cellular IHF binds DNA in a non-sequence-specific manner. However, unlike other proteins of its class, IHF also binds with much higher affinity to specific sites in the bacterial chromosome. DNA bending is also important because it helps to organize higher-level nucleo-protein structures that facilitate cellular functions, including lambda site-specific recombination (5) , DNA replication (6) and gene transcription (7, 8) .
More than 170 specific IHF binding sites have been identified (9) , and sequence consensus is limited to four small clusters of conserved bases located primarily in the 3 0 half of the binding site (10) (11) (12) . The two most highly conserved elements are the sequence, WATCAA, starting near the center of the site, and a second sequence, TTR, located four base pairs away in the 3 0 direction (11) .
The DNA U-turn is centered near a third element consisting of two pairs of bases, most commonly AA, separated by nine base pairs in the middle of the binding site. Examination of crystal structures (3, 13) shows that proline side chains at the tip of the b-ribbon arm of each IHF subunit are intercalated between these bases from the minor groove side of the DNA. This kinks the helix at these two locations to account for about half of the overall bend. Some IHF sites also contain a fourth element, a tract of four to six As in the 5 0 half of the site (14, 15) . These four consensus elements constitute the essential features of the canonical IHF binding site. Sites that contain all of these elements are preferred over random sequences by $2 500-fold (16) (17) (18) (19) . However, taken together, the consensus elements comprise only 15 to 17 of 34 base pairs, or less than half of the IHF binding site. The remaining 17 to 19 base pairs are not conserved.
The crystallographic models of several IHF-DNA complexes, featuring both wild type and a mutant IHF (3, 13, 20) , have proven helpful towards developing an understanding of the mechanism of site specificity. In these structures, IHF contacts 26 backbone phosphate groups and also makes extensive interactions in the minor groove. Direct hydrogen bonds are made to three base pairs, but none involves a donor or acceptor that is unique to a particular base. Thus, recognition of the conserved elements can be explained completely in terms of sequence-dependent structural characteristics rather than as a consequence of direct readout interactions (5, 21) . The absence of base-pair-specific interactions in the major groove supports the widely held view that sequence recognition by IHF is entirely by indirect readout.
The observations that (1) site recognition is entirely by indirect readout and (2) the characteristic DNA bend involves, to a similar extent, both conserved and non-conserved sequences led us to consider how the unique features of the canonical sequence give sufficient favorable energy for specific binding of IHF while compensating for the large, unfavorable energy required to deform DNA (19) . In particular, we asked whether the energy to deform a particular DNA sequence from its preferred B-form structure to the bent topology of the bound complex is a binding determinant. In other words, is DNA flexibility a component of the indirect readout mechanism? To answer this question, combinatorial sets of de novo DNA sequences were designed to systematically evaluate the influence of sequence-dependent structural characteristics of the conserved IHF recognition elements of the canonical IHF binding site, while the remaining sequence was varied to adjust the deformational energy required for the nearest-neighbor base pairs to adopt the characteristic DNA structure of the H 0 DNA-IHF complex.
The results of the Aeling et al. (19) study on deformation energy indicated that DNA flexibility is able to substitute, to a substantial extent, for the structural characteristics of the conserved IHF recognition elements. 'That is, when one or more recognition elements are missing, the highest affinity binding is retained only in the limit of the lowest possible deformation energy. However, when all consensus sequence elements are present, the net binding energy is essentially unaffected by differences in deformation energies'. This point is illustrated by binding of IHF to a related group of sequences, referred to as Series A (19) . These oligonucleotides each contain the recognition elements of the H 0 sequence used in the original crystallographic analysis, but otherwise differ. The deformation energies of these sequences range from 82.9 to 141.9 kcal mol À1 . This variation is large in comparison to the net binding energies, which ranges only from À11.6 to À12.2 kcal mol À1 (Table 1) . In this report, we examine two hypotheses that could explain this surprising result. First, the topology of IHF complexes with Series A oligonucleotides may differ such that stiffer DNA sequences are bent to a lesser extent than sequences with greater flexibility, thus yielding similar binding affinity. This possibility is based on a thermodynamic model of IHF binding proposed by Record and coworkers (22, 23) . In this model, salt bridges between basic amino acid residues and DNA phosphates replace intra-molecular salt bridges within the protein. DNA bent to a lesser extent would require less deformation energy but at the energetic cost of formation of a smaller number of salt bridges with the protein.
Second, chemical interactions dictated by the different sequences comprising the canonical IHF-DNA complex could compensate in unique ways to yield similar net binding energies. For example, sequences with lower deformation energies will have different interactions than those with higher deformation energies. Interestingly, a consequence of the DNA-protein interactions proposed by Record and coworkers for IHF (22, 23) is the absorption of water required to hydrate carboxylate side chains in the complex and an unusually low salt dependence for complex formation. Given the expectation that water binding may have an important role in IHF association, subtle conformational changes affecting the amount of adsorbed water might be sufficient to balance the unfavorable deformation energy involved in achieving the U-conformation of the bent DNA in the canonical IHF complex.
To investigate these hypotheses, we first used timeresolved Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) to evaluate the gross topologies of the IHF complexes with low-and high-deformation energy DNA sequences, as well as with the canonical DNA sequence. We then used high-hydrostatic pressure perturbation, with loss of steady-state FRET as the observable for dissociation, to explore the relationships between affinity of binding, salt-dependence of binding and volume change upon binding.
Time-resolved FRET supports the conclusion that the global topologies of the various complexes are the same. Hydrostatic pressure perturbation, however, reveals significant differences in the volume change for dissociation of the different high-affinity sequences. This indicates that the local topologies at the DNA-protein binding interface can differ significantly for different IHFrecognition sequences that have very similar specific binding affinity. Together, these observations suggest that the indistinguishable global topologies in the highaffinity sequences must result from base-pair deformations in different positions of these sequences as dictated by the position-specific variations in the canonical sequence. We propose that if DNA is deformed at the most flexible base-pair steps in these sequences, the impact of deformation energy is minimized. Furthermore, we propose that the observed variation in deformation energy is balanced by the formation of sequence-specific, favorable DNA-protein contacts that promote the appropriate high-affinity binding that is a characteristic of the canonical IHF site.
EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Unless otherwise indicated, buffer components and reagents are reagent grade.
IHF purification and activity
IHF was purified according to Nash et al. (24) . The specific DNA-binding activity of IHF was determined by conducting site-titrations to a high-affinity binding site
À9 M), as described by Aeling et al. (19) . Aliquots were stored at -708C and thawed immediately prior to use.
IHF-binding DNA oligonucleotides
The 50-base-pair DNA oligonucleotides used in the pressure-dissociation experiments were based on the sequence template
where X34 denotes a variable segment of sequence that corresponds either to different naturally occurring IHF binding sites or to sites designed to contain different combinations of IHF consensus recognition elements (12) . The variations in X34 used in these experiments are listed in Table 1 . As indicated in the template, the 5 0 and 3 0 eight-base-pair flanking sequences, which are from the H 0 IHF binding site, were kept invariant. Gel-purified, dye-conjugated sense and anti-sense sequences of each site, labeled at the 5 0 end via 6-carbon linkers to 6-FAM (6-carboxy fluorescein) and TAMRA (carboxy-tetramethyl rhodamine), respectively, were purchased from IDT (Coralville, IA). Double-strand oligonucleotides were generated by annealing 10 to 12 mM of each complementary single-strand oligonucleotide (1:1 ratio) in TE buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA and 0.1 M NaCl, pH 8) using a water bath at 858C that was allowed to cool to room temperature overnight. Recovery and labeling efficiency were estimated from the UV/visible absorption spectrum, using extinction coefficients of 95 000 and 78 000 M À1 cm À1 at the absorption maxima for TAMRA and FAM (Molecular Probes, Inc.), respectively, and as calculated by IDT for the oligonucleotides. For example, on this basis, the efficiencies of labeling oligonucleotide A.2 with FAM and TAMRA were 94 and 85%, respectively.
Considerations for FRET
The efficiency of resonance energy transfer, E T , is given by Note: IHF binding to synthetic sequences designed to vary the deformation energy. Sequences contain the complete complement of consensus sequence elements as described in the text; the remaining sequence varies to generate the widest possible range of deformation energy. The consensus elements, shown in the first line for reference (W denotes A or T and R denotes purine), are colored to match the structural model shown in Figure 1 .
Values of the free energy change for specific binding (ÁG spec ) and the deformation energy when the sequence shown is threaded onto the repaired crystallographic structure of Rice (3, 13) are from Aeling et al. (19) .
where r is the distance of separation between donor and acceptor and R o is the Fo¨rster distance at which the transfer efficiency is 50%; DA is the donor lifetime in the presence of acceptor and D is the donor lifetime in the absence of acceptor (25) . Like Lorenz and Diekmann (26-28), we used FAM and TAMRA as the donor-acceptor pair because this pair has a Fö rster distance of about 5 nm (29) , and thus is ideally suited for studying changes in FRET distances of a few angstroms as might occur in different IHF-DNA complexes. In addition, if we assume that the free DNA is in B conformation, the donor and acceptor separation is about 16.5 nm for a 50-base-pair oligonucleotide. In this case, the probability of FRET for FAM/ TAMRA is zero. Consequently, protein-free DNA does not contribute to FRET.
Fluorescence electrophoretic mobility shift assay
Mobility-shift titrations were conducted as site titrations. Reaction mixtures containing 100 nM double-labeled, double-stranded oligonucleotide A.2 (Table 1 ) and IHF at concentrations ranging from 0 to 240 nM in a 20-ml volume were prepared in binding buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA). After 10-min incubation at room temperature, the reaction mixtures were loaded at 25 V into the wells of BioRad, 10% acrylamide, TBE Readygel TM that had been pre-electrophoresed for 5 min at 200 V. Electrophoresis was continued for 40 min at 100 V. Wet gels were scanned at 100 mm resolution on a GE Healthcare Typhoon 9410 imager with 488 nm laser excitation and detection through a 520 nm/30 nm bandpass filter for FAM fluorescence and through a 580 nm/40 nm bandpass filter for TAMRA emission resulting from energy transfer. Gels were also scanned for direct TAMRA emission using 532 nm laser excitation.
Fluorescence lifetime measurements
Time-resolved fluorescence intensity decay data were collected using an ultra-fast, time-correlated, singlephoton counting (TCSPC) instrument, described previously (30) . Excitation was at 470 nm with 2 ps pulses (full-width at half-maximum) of vertically polarized laser light, at a repetition rate of 4.8 MHz. The emission optical path, at 908 to the excitation, passed through a polarizer oriented at 54.78 from vertical (the magic angle condition (25) ) to eliminate intensity artifacts due to molecular rotation. The detection wavelength was selected by using a monochromator with a 20 nm band-pass. Intensity decay curves and corresponding instrument response functions (IRF) were collected with a timing calibration of 22 ps per channel into 2000 channels at counting rates of about 25 kHz or less to assure single-photon counting conditions. The decay curves were collected to 40 000 peak counts. The IRF for each decay curve was measured using a light-scattering solution of dilute colloidal silica and collected to 100 000 peak counts.
The intensity decay data sets were analyzed by a standard reconvolution procedure (31), using non-linear regression (32) . The fluorescence intensity decay, I(t), was fit to a sum of exponentials:
where the pre-exponential factor a i is the amplitude of each component and i is the associated fluorescence lifetime.
Pressure-dissociation experiments using FRET as an observable
Pressure experiments were conducted using an SLM 4800 fluorometer modified in our laboratory for single-photon counting. The high-pressure sample chamber, similar in design to that described by Paladini and Weber (33), was constructed by the Physics Department machine shop at the University of Illinois, Urbana. The reaction mixtures contained IHF and FAM/TAMRA doublelabeled oligonucleotides in the binding buffer described for the mobility-shift assays except as noted. Emission spectra from 490 to 650 nm were obtained at 208C with excitation at 480 nm. Excitation and emission band-passes were 4 and 16 nm, respectively. Dissociation of IHF from fluorophore-labeled DNA oligonucleotides was observed by the decrease in FRET with FAM as donor and TAMRA as acceptor. The extent of FRET was determined by comparing the change in the fluorescence emission intensities integrated between 515 and 525 nm, due to FAM, with those between 575 and 585 nm, primarily due to TAMRA. The latter wavelength interval minimizes the overlap between the low-energy tail of FAM emission and the high-energy onset of TAMRA emission. Following the approach described by Rietveld and Ferreira (34) , the donor/acceptor emission intensity ratio was used to assess the FRET efficiency, with dissociation being characterized by the increase in the ratio.
As noted by Rietveld and Ferreira (34) , there is a gradual decrease in the donor/acceptor emission ratio with increasing pressure in the absence of FRET. This is due to the pressure-dependent birefringence of the optical windows. Therefore, the change in the donor/acceptor emission ratio due to IHF dissociation was corrected using a baseline calculated from a polynomial fit to the pressure-dependent donor/acceptor emission ratio measured in the absence of IHF. Based on a two-state model in which DNA is either bound (high FRET) or free (low FRET), the apparent fraction of DNA bound was calculated as the fractional change in the baseline-corrected donor/acceptor emission intensity ratio.
Numerical analysis
Non-linear least squares analysis was conducted using Origin 7 software (OriginLab Corp.), which estimates parameter values corresponding to a minimum in the variance. Joint confidence limits, which account for correlation between parameters, are calculated by adjusting each parameter individually and refitting the others while searching for a variance ratio as predicted by the F-statistic (35) . Uncertainties in parameter values are reported at the 95% confidence level. When global analysis of multiple experiments was conducted, normalized weights were calculated for the individual data from the square roots of the variances of separate fits of the individual experiments.
RESULTS
Time-resolved FRET measurements were conducted to determine whether Series A IHF-binding oligonucleotides that have less flexible sequences are less bent than sequences with greater flexibility but similar IHF-binding affinity. High-hydrostatic pressure perturbation measurements were conducted to examine the relationships between deformation energy, salt-dependence of binding and volume change that together would favor similar 'net' binding energies for sequences with 'different' deformation energies. Oligonucleotides A.2 and A.6 were selected for these experiments because they are representative of sequences with low and high deformation energies, respectively. Oligonucleotide A.3 was also included because it contains the H 0 site sequence, which has been the reference site for the majority of the structural (3,13) and thermodynamic investigations (22, 23, 40) of IHF-DNA binding.
Time-resolved FRET
The apparent distance between the two 5 0 ends of the different oligonucleotides was determined from timeresolved FRET experiments by measuring the decrease in the fluorescence lifetime of FAM upon addition of IHF. A single lifetime of 3.95 AE 0.05 ns was obtained for FAM fluorescence of the different oligonucleotides. This value was unaffected by the presence of TAMRA, thus confirming no dynamic quenching of FAM fluorescence due to FRET or other processes when IHF is absent. In the presence of IHF, a second decay component with a shorter lifetime of 1.7 AE 0.1 ns was observed for the FAM fluorescence of the doubly labeled oligonucleotides. As would be expected for a site titration and a two-state equilibrium between bent and linear DNA, the amplitude of the 1.7 ns lifetime increased in proportion to IHF concentration until saturation was achieved, whereas the amplitude of the 3.95 ns lifetime decreased.
To confirm that the 1.7 ns lifetime was due to FRET, we repeated the gel electrophoresis IHF titration described by Lorenz and Diekmann (26) , but with the reaction conditions used for time-resolved FRET measurements. As shown in Figure 2 , addition of IHF to oligonucleotides end-labeled with FAM and TAMRA causes the appearance of a lower mobility band. With excitation of FAM at 488 nm, this band is marked by a reduction in FAM fluorescence and increase in TAMRA fluorescence, a spectroscopic signature of FRET. In contrast, the higher mobility band exhibits only green FAM fluorescence, indicating no FRET. Parallel to the amplitude changes of the 3.95 and 1.7 ns FAM lifetimes, increasing IHF concentration resulted in diminution of the intensity of the faster running, green fluorescent band and simultaneous increment in the intensity of the slower running, yellow fluorescent band. Direct excitation of TAMRA is inefficient at 488 nm and the yellow color results from a combination of green and red fluorescence from FAM and TAMRA, respectively, indicating efficient FRET due to the wrapped DNA in the bound complex.
The lifetimes recovered from the fluorescence intensity decay data were essentially the same for all examined DNA sequences. Based on the reduction in donor lifetime (equation 1), the time-resolved FRET efficiency of 0.57 AE 0.03 yields an apparent distance of 4.8 AE 0.1 nm. This distance is comparable to the steady-state FRET distance of 5.3 nm determined by Lorenz and Diekmann (26) , based on intensities determined from quantitative gel electrophoresis.
Pressure dissociation of low-and high-deformation specific IHF-DNA complexes
The ability of high-pressure perturbation to dissociate macromolecular complexes is well-documented (36) (37) (38) (39) . The effect of pressure on chemical equilibrium is expressed by
where K a is the equilibrium association constant and ÁG8, ÁE8, ÁV8 and ÁS8 are the standard change in free energy, internal energy, volume and entropy, respectively at pressure p, temperature T and R is the gas constant. According to Le Chatelier's Principle, application of pressure drives equilibrium towards association or dissociation, depending upon which condition occupies the least volume, according to the relationship Figure 3 shows the effect of pressure on FRET resulting from the complex formed between IHF and oligonucleotide A.6 at 100 nM NaCl, 10 nM oligonucleotide and 25 nM IHF. This molar ratio of DNA to IHF and the sub-nanomolar affinity of the DNA sequences for IHF assured saturation of the oligonucleotide at atmospheric pressure. The donor/acceptor emission intensity ratio of the protein-free oligonucleotide is pressure dependent in the absence of FRET and decreases continuously with increasing pressure as shown in Figure 3A (see Methods section). The addition of IHF causes about a 3-fold decrease in the emission intensity ratio at atmospheric pressure, which is indicative of FRET. With increasing pressure, these data parallel the baseline for about 300 bar followed by an increase in the emission intensity ratio as the IHF-DNA complex dissociates. The transition midpoint is near 750 bar. Convergence with the baseline, which occurs between 1250 and 1500 bar, indicates complete dissociation of the IHF-DNA complex at these pressures. In this and all other cases, the data obtained with decreasing pressure, on the return to atmospheric pressure, superimposes on the data obtained with increasing pressure. This indicates that IHF dissociation from the Series A oligonucleotides is a thermodynamically reversible process.
Baseline-corrected pressure-perturbation curves for oligonucleotides A.2 and A.6 are compared in Figure 3B . These two oligonucleotides represent sequences of low-and high-deformation energy, respectively ( Table 1) . The most salient feature of the two curves is that the transition midpoints of the two complexes are separated by $500 bar, the higher-deformation energy sequence having the lower-pressure transition midpoint. The equilibrium association constant at pressure p, K a,p , is related to the equilibrium constant at atmospheric pressure, K a,atm , by
(assuming no dependence of ÁV on p). Thus, the difference in transition midpoints could be due to a difference either in ÁG atm ¼ ÀRT lnK a,atm , ÁV or both. However, a second notable feature of the progress curves is that the slopes of the transitions for the two sequences differ significantly. According to equation 5, a steeper slope indicates a larger negative ÁV upon dissociation. The pressure-dependent dissociation was analyzed by assuming a binary model in which the fraction bound at pressure p is given by the appropriate root of the quadratic equation
where [D o ] and [P o ] are the total concentrations, respectively, of oligonucleotide and active IHF. Accounting for uncertainty in the determination of the bound and unbound state endpoints, the apparent fraction bound is related to the fraction bound by
Pressure-perturbation curves were analyzed using equations 5, 6 and 7, with ln K a,atm , ÁV, f i and f f as adjustable parameters. This analysis from the data shown in Figure 3B yielded ÁG atm ¼ À13.2 AE 0.2 kcal mol À1 for formation of both complexes. This finding is consistent with the previous gel-shift results (19) , which indicated that the free energy changes for dissociation of these two complexes are indistinguishable at similar low monovalent salt concentration but when divalent cations also are present (4 mM MgCl 2 ). Thus, the difference in the pressure curves for oligonucleotides A.2 and A.6, the latter being the less flexible sequence, can be attributed entirely to ÁV, for which we obtained values of 95 AE 6.5 and 151 AE 4.8 ml mol À1 , respectively. It should be emphasized that despite the numerical correlation between the fitting parameters ln K a,atm and ÁV, both parameters were obtained with good precision from individual pressure-perturbation curves.
Consistent with the expectation from mass action that the extent of binding for a pressure-dependent association at thermodynamic equilibrium will depend on the concentrations of the interacting components (41), the pressure-dissociation curves shift to higher or lower pressures as the concentration of DNA and/or IHF are increased or decreased, respectively (Figure 4 ). Because ÁV is obtained precisely from an individual pressureperturbation curve, the concentration-dependent shift in the pressure-dissociation curves can be used to assess whether any mass action driven process other than binding of dimeric IHF to DNA contributes to ÁV. Analysis of the individual pressure-perturbation curves for each oligonucleotide obtained at different concentrations of both IHF and DNA yielded very similar estimates of iG atm and ÁV. For example, the average values from seven determinations for oligonucleotide A.6 using concentrations ranging from 3 to 30 nM and IHF concentrations ranging from 9 to 50 nM, were iG atm ¼ À13.5 AE 0.5 kcal mol À1 and iV ¼ 162 AE 19 ml mol À1 . There was no systematic trend in either iG atm or ÁV as a function of either DNA or IHF concentration. Based on this observation, we conclude that only IHF-DNA binding contributes to the apparent volume change. To obtain the most accurate estimates, all of the pressure-perturbation transitions for each oligonucleotide were subsequently analyzed globally with ÁG atm and ÁV as common parameters ( Table 2) . Examples of the global fits from oligonucleotides A.2 and A.6 at 100 mM salt at varying concentrations of DNA and IHF, but with the mole amount of IHF always in excess of DNA, are shown in Figure 4 . Experiments were also conducted at different NaCl concentrations to investigate whether thermodynamic linkage to either ion uptake or release might be coupled to DNA flexibility. These experiments were conducted at 10 nM DNA and 50 nM IHF. The increased protein concentration was necessary to drive complex formation at the higher NaCl concentrations. Similar to the results of individual experiments at constant salt concentration, we found the ÁV values for a given oligonucleotide to be independent of NaCl concentration. Based on this observation, the salt-dependent data were analyzed globally with ÁV as a common parameter. The results for the three complexes at different salt concentrations are summarized in Table 3 .
The global analyses supported the observations drawn from fitting the individual experimental curves. First, the average of the global ÁG atm values for the complexes formed with oligonucleotides A.2, A.3 and A.6 at 100 mM NaCl was À13.1 AE 0.8 kcal mol À1 . The standard deviation of 51 kcal mol À1 indicates that the three sequences have similar affinities for IHF. Furthermore, the small variation observed does not correlate with deformation energy. Second, in contrast, the global ÁV values are markedly different, and these vary in a systematic manner from 87 to ÁV spec was held constant vs. NaCl concentrations for each oligonucleotide as discussed in the text. The value was poorly resolved in the analysis of oligonucleotide A.2, and so was held fixed at the value obtained from analysis of the data at 100 mM NaCl in Table 1. 142 ml mol À1 . The complex between IHF and A.6, the least DNA flexible sequence, shows the largest volume change. Third, consistent with the findings of Record and coworkers (22, 40) for IHF binding to a 34-base-pair oligonucleotide containing the H 0 site, the binding affinities of the three Series A complexes were insensitive to salt at concentrations of 100 mM NaCl and below. The binding affinities decreased progressively above 100 mM salt. There was no observable difference in salt dependence among the three complexes.
DISCUSSION
Previously, we investigated the role of DNA deformation energy in sequence-specific DNA binding by IHF (19) . In that study, we compared oligonucleotide sequences containing the four consensus elements of the canonical IHF site with sequences in which the constraints of one or more of these consensus elements was relaxed. We determined that each of the recognition elements contributes to the affinity and specificity for the canonical IHF binding site that is represented by the DNA sequence in the crystal structure of the complex. When consensus constraints are relaxed, there is a direct correlation between flexibility and binding energy: the more flexible sequences exhibit higher affinity for IHF. However, when all four recognition elements 'identical' with the crystal structure are present and only base pairs that are 'not' recognition elements are varied, e.g. the Series A sequences, the binding affinities are independent of deformation energy.
This observation suggests that the Series A sequences might have unique characteristics that compensate for their variable deformation energies: first, there could be sequence-dependent, dynamic differences in global topology, which might be observed by time-resolved FRET (25); second, there could be sequence-dependent differences in the interface between IHF and the DNA, which might be observed by measuring the volume change accompanying dissociation or third, there could be both global and local structural differences, which might be observed by the combination of time-resolved FRET and volume change.
Global topology of IHF-oligonucleotide complexes
The FRET efficiency depends on closest approach of the donor and acceptor probes as well as the dynamic range of their relative orientations. These are determined by the flexibility and length of the covalent links of the probes to the 5 0 phosphate. However, probe dynamics can also be constrained by interactions with the DNA. For example, TAMRA has positive charge that is attracted by negatively charged phosphates, while FAM has negative charge and is repelled. The impact of the chemical nature of these probes was demonstrated elegantly by Clegg et al. (42) . Using steady-state fluorescence anisotropy as an observable, they found that DNA significantly restricted the motion of rhodamine, whereas the motion of fluorescein was less affected.
The decrease in the fluorescence lifetime of the FRET donor FAM upon addition of IHF was indistinguishable for each of the Series A sequences examined. This indicates that the donor-acceptor distances at the termini of these oligonucleotides in the bent, IHF-bound complexes are very similar. In addition, the narrow confidence limits obtained in the TCSPC data analyses indicate that the lifetimes are defined very precisely. This is consistent with a narrow distance distribution between the donor and acceptor probes (25) . Thus, the dynamics at the termini of different oligonucleotide sequences also appear to be very similar. Accordingly, there appears to be one dominant topological state for bent DNA in the IHF complexes. The FRET efficiency for the 50-base-pair complexes calculated from the time-resolved fluorescence lifetimes is slightly greater than that determined by Diekmann and coworkers (26) , who investigated nicked and intact 55-base-pair sequences using quantitative gel electrophoresis and steady-state FRET. The steady-state FRET experiments yielded distances of about 5.3 nm, whereas we calculated smaller distances of about 4.8 nm from time-resolved FRET. The 0.5-nm difference can be ascribed either to differences in the experimental approaches or to the different length of the oligonucleotides in their study. For example, the difference in length shifts the relative orientation of the 5 0 phosphates, where the probes are attached, one half turn about the axis of the DNA helix. Taking this into account, our observations fully support those of Diekman and coworkers (26) . Our results indicate that the global topologies of different IHF complexes that contain all four consensus elements of the canonical sequence are indistinguishable. Thus, there is no obvious impact of differences in deformation energy on either global topology or dynamics.
Binding affinities of IHF-oligonucleotide complexes and protein-DNA interface topologies
In contrast to the time-resolved FRET data, the pressure perturbation data provide a picture of the IHFoligonucleotide complexes that indicates structurally important differences between sequences with differing deformation energies but similar binding affinities at atmospheric pressure. The observation is that, at the same concentrations of DNA, IHF and monovalent salt, the midpoints of the pressure-dissociation curves differ substantially for the three studied IHF-DNA complexes, a difference as much as 500 bar between the least and most flexible DNA sequences. The only factors that can account for this behavior are differences in DNA affinity, differences in the volume change upon dissociation from the DNA or both.
Analysis of the progress curves for a two-state binding model indicates that differences in binding affinity are not the important factors contributing to the differences in the midpoints for dissociation; the affinities of the different complexes are experimentally indistinguishable. The distinguishing difference is the volume change. Our confidence in these results is based on several observations. First, for a given salt concentration, analyses of the individual progress curves for a particular DNA sequence at different IHF : DNA ratios yielded comparable equilibrium constants and volume changes, consistent with simple mass action for two interacting components: IHF dimer and DNA. Second, global analyses of the combined data sets of the different IHF : DNA ratios yielded statistically satisfactory reduced chi-squared values, demonstrating that the simple interpretation of a 1:1 interaction is robust. Third, the relative affinities obtained for the three IHF binding sites under these conditions match closely with those obtained previously by gel-shift analysis (19) . Several-fold higher absolute affinity obtained in the pressure experiments might be the result of different reaction conditions. For example, the divalent cation included in the gel-shift buffer (19) would be expected to compete with IHF for binding to backbone phosphates, and also tends to make the DNA more rigid (30) . These effects would generate a thermodynamic penalty for IHF binding. The difference in techniques may also contribute. Compared to pressure perturbation, which is an equilibrium measurement, gel mobility-shift relies on separation of bound and free species, and accompanying kinetic effects can make an association appear weaker.
An important consideration in interpretation of the pressure perturbation data is that IHF is a dimeric protein. Sufficient pressure is expected to cause dissociation of the IHF dimers to its a and b subunits, which do not bind DNA. This makes the IHF-DNA association potentially a three-component interaction. Two considerations are convincing that IHF dimers remain tightly associated at pressures of up to 2.3 kbar. First, IHF subunits fold to form stable structures and associate to form IHF dimer only when co-expressed in vivo (24); a and b subunits do not fold and assemble spontaneously to form dimer when mixed in vitro (43) . Consequently, pressure-dependent dissociation of IHF dimer is expected to be thermodynamically irreversible. However, in all cases when the reversibility of IHF-DNA pressure dissociation was checked by comparing the progress curve for dissociation while increasing pressure with the progress curve for re-association while decreasing pressure, no hysteresis was observed.
Second, significant dissociation of IHF in the pressure range up to 2.3 kbar would generate an observable thermodynamic coupling between protein-protein dissociation and DNA-dimer protein dissociation (44) (45) (46) . Because our analyses do not account for this effect, any significant coupling between these two processes would result in concentration dependent ÁG atm and ÁV values for the protein-DNA interaction. However, no concentration dependence is observed experimentally. In addition, any volume change contribution from protein-protein dissociation would result in overestimation of the volume change attributed to IHF-DNA dissociation. If there were significant thermodynamic coupling due to protein-protein dissociation, the overestimation would impact the higher-pressure dissociation curve more than it would the lower pressure-dissociation curve. This effect would tend to reduce the difference between the pressure-dissociation curves for the various oligonucleotides, making the volume changes upon dissociation of the different complexes appear more similar then they actually are.
Based on these considerations, we are confident that the volume changes of the three complexes differ significantly and that these volume changes reflect variations in the local structural features at the protein-DNA interface. When all four canonical recognition elements are present, it is variation in local structural features that apparently provides appropriate favorable indirect interactions that compensate for the sequence-dependent differences in deformation energies. As a result of this compensation, the 'net' binding energies are essentially the same for the different complexes. What thermodynamic and structural features could account for these compensatory effects?
A model for indirect readout of the IHF canonical complex based on pressure perturbation
The volume change in a macromolecular dissociation reaction reflects the nature of the interactions between the macromolecules. As discussed in past reviews (36) (37) (38) (39) 41, (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) , important contributions include: the ability of water to fill the accessible free volume; release or uptake of counter-ions and concomitant electrostriction of water; exposure and hydration of polar and non-polar groups; and structural dynamics of the interacting macromolecules.
Historically, pressure perturbation has been used most extensively to investigate protein-protein dissociation; there are fewer studies of protein-DNA dissociation, and protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions are intrinsically different. However, some aspects are sufficiently similar to provide a basis for comparison. For example, most protein dimer associations that have been studied can be described by a simple monomer-dimer equilibrium and have volume changes in the range of 50-170 ml mol À1 (41) , similar to the range we observe for the dissociation of the specific IHF-DNA complexes. However, coupling between protein folding and oligomerization has been observed with a number of dimeric proteins that have specific association with DNA (39, (44) (45) (46) , and interpretation of the volume changes is more complex due to this coupling. By comparison, although IHF is a heterodimer, we do not observe such coupling for its specific DNA complexes.
Weber and Drickamer (37) have ascribed the general dissociating effects of pressure on oligomeric proteins to covalent constraints of the protein structure that generate imperfect packing of the atoms at subunit interfaces. Imperfect packing gives rise to free volume that becomes accessible only upon dissociation. However, X-ray crystal structures show that the atom-packing densities resulting from formation of quaternary structure appear very similar to those resulting from formation of tertiary structure (55) . Thus, if imperfect packing contributes to the ÁV of dissociation, it should also lead to unfolding of single-chain proteins. Consistent with this explanation, unfolding of single-chain proteins does occur, though usually at much higher pressures than observed for dissociation of oligomeric proteins. As Weber and Drickamer (37) point out, higher pressure is usually required for unfolding because unfolding is a first-order equilibrium between conformations, whereas dissociation is a concentration-dependent process. The perturbation required for dissociation is minimized when the concentrations of interacting components are near that defined by K d,atm , whereas the perturbation required for unfolding usually remains large. While packing volumes in protein-DNA interfaces have not been as extensively catalogued as in protein-protein interfaces, the expectation is that imperfect packing also contributes to dissociation of protein-DNA complexes.
The closely spaced, negatively charged phosphates of DNA present a very different interaction surface for protein binding than that found at protein-protein interfaces. DNA-protein interactions generally exhibit a strong salt dependence, reflecting the polyelectrolyte nature of DNA (56, 57) . Given potential interactions between IHF and 23 DNA phosphates along the 'arms' of the bound complex, as are evident in the crystallographic structure of the complex (Figure 1 ), it would be expected that the release of 0.9 Na ions per phosphate in double-strand DNA (23, 58) would generate a large salt effect. However, Record and coworkers have shown that IHF has an unusually weak salt dependence for DNA binding (22, 23) . In addition, they found that specific binding is characterized by negative enthalpy and entropy changes. The observation that the IHF-DNA complex has a strongly favorable enthalpy of formation is also contrary to usual expectations; the substantial DNA bending and associated unstacking of base-pairs in this complex would be enthalpically unfavorable.
To account for these observations, Record and coworkers (22, 23) proposed a thermodynamic-structural model for IHF binding based on information from the high-resolution crystal structure by Rice et al. (3) ; to date, there is no high-resolution structure available for free IHF. This thermodynamic-structural model proposes that disruption of intra-molecular protein salt bridges is coupled to the specific binding of IHF to DNA. Protein cationic groups are observed in the bound complex to be sufficiently close to DNA phosphates to form hydrated ion pairs (6-8 Å ) . The model proposes that these cationic groups form dehydrated intra-molecular salt bridges with protein carboxylate groups ($3 Å charge separation) in free IHF. This salt bridge swapping, which is proposed to involve 6 cationic groups and 18 carboxylates on IHF plus 13 DNA phosphates, would yield a net hydration upon binding. Holbrook et al. (22) estimate that the net favorable heat of hydration on binding compensates for the large unfavorable heat of DNA bending and accounts for the net negative entropy. Saecker and Record (23) propose that similar interactions could provide a mechanism for DNA-wrapping in other systems.
We examined the salt dependence of IHF dissociation for the three DNA sequences and obtained results that correspond with the predictions of Record and coworkers' (22, 23) model. The only notable difference we observe is slightly higher affinities at low salt. This can be accounted for by the length of the oligonucleotides and the end effects on the ion distribution (59) (60) (61) . However, we find that the overall salt dependence is close to that reported (22) . In particular, we observe no effect of salt on ÁG atm or ÁV values at 100 mM NaCl and lower concentrations. Above this concentration, the affinity decreases monotonically as a function of increasing salt concentration, as generally observed for DNA-protein interactions. Furthermore, the salt dependences for the three IHF sites are indistinguishable. Therefore, there is no contribution of salt to either the differences in volume changes or deformation energies.
Accordingly, we propose that either packing interactions, exposure of polar or ionic groups, or some combination thereof sufficient to accommodate or electrostrict about 40 ml mol À1 , must be the dominant factors compensating for the observed differences in deformation energy. From Weber and Drickamer's considerations (37), we expect less-efficient packing for a protein complex formed with stiffer DNA. But to account for the differences in energetics, there also must be differences in hydration. For example, Kautzmann and coworkers (62, 63) determined that protonation of protein amino groups and deprotonation of carboxyl groups, which would occur on dissolution of a salt bridge, results in volume changes of about À15 to À18 and À12 ml mol À1 , respectively. The sum of these volume changes is close to the $40 ml mol À1 difference in free volume change between the least and most flexible Series A oligonucleotides. Putting this in perspective, the difference in volume change is equivalent to that resulting from dissolution and hydration of the equivalent of one or two dehydrated salt bridges, whereas the total number proposed to be swapped in forming the complex is 18 (22, 23) . The swapping of the ionic interactions also suggests that another contribution to the volume change is the structural dynamics of IHF as it undergoes conformational change in its association with different DNA sequences. The salient observation, however, is that the differences in DNA deformation energy are compensated effectively by DNA-sequence dependent geometries in the specific IHF complexes and by changes in the interactions that can be made through indirect readout at the protein-DNA interface.
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